Beyond chardonnay, beyond shiraz. (Although both do brilliantly here), there are the Granite Belt's magnificent alternative variatble wines. Our Strange Birds. Pursue the strange birds and discover wines you've never tasted. Wines that delight the senses and quench your desire for something new and exciting.

To be called an alternative variety must represent not more than 1% of the total bearing vines in Australia as defined by the Australian Wine & Brandy Corporation. Enjoyed in Europe for generations these alternative varieties are now emerging as Australian favourites due to their ability to match perfectly with food. Capture a Strange Bird and take it home today.

**Introducing our strangebird WHITE WINES**

---

**The Granite Belt Wine Region - It's a different country!**

Not far to the south-west of Brisbane, lies an elevated region of dramatic beauty. The Granite Belt, it's different country, with regenerative vineyards and a unique climate. The wines of the Granite Belt offer a personal, unhurried wine experience. At our friendly cellar doors, you may meet the people who hand-craft the region's remarkable wines. The wines are a reflection of the Granite Belt's terroir and are produced in a way that respects the environment.

---

**Introducing our strangebird RED WINES**

---

**Granite Belt WINE TRAIL MAP**

**The Granite Belt is a scenic three hour drive south-west of Brisbane. It's part of Queensland and yet it's a different country!**

---

www.granitebeltwinecountry.com.au

**Capture a Strangebird today**